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About This Game

IMPORTANT FOR MAC USERS

Please note that the OS X version does NOT have various Steam functionality, including: multiplayer connectivity through
Steam, Workshop or Steam Achievements. Please see the community page for more details:

http://steamcommunity.com/app/246900/discussions/3/133255603284962202/

The Game

Disaster! An alien invasion and subsequent infestation have decimated this facility. Many lives were lost, the facility was ruined
and the aliens were unstoppable. All hope was lost until one survivor found the courage to fight back and put the aliens in their

place!
It was a long and horrific battle as the survivor dueled with all manner of terrifying life-forms and alien mutations, but our hero

won out in the end and destroyed the alien menace! Humanity was saved!

Unfortunately, the alien infestation and the heroic efforts of the courageous survivors have left rather a mess throughout the
facility. As the janitor, it is your duty to get this place cleaned up.

So grab your mop and roll up your sleeves, this is gonna be one messy job.
Today, you're on Viscera Cleanup Detail!

Key Features
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Janitorial Simulation - Step into the boots of a space-station sanitation technician and deal with the horrific aftermath of
a sci-fi horror event. Blood, viscera, spent cartridges, worker bodies and other messes litter the facilities.

Clean - It's your job to clean up the mess, so clean it up you shall! Use your trusty mop, gloves, dispenser machines,
plasma laser and sniffer tool to help you get all that blood out of the floor and off the ceiling! You can even try and
punch-out if you think you've done your job.

Sandbox Gameplay - Don't want to clean? Just want to make more of a mess and play around with the physics? Go
ahead! You can save your game as well; that's kind of us!

Multiplayer - You can even enlist some friends/coworkers to come and help you clean up (or make even more mess).
Split-screen co-op is available too!

Important:

Buying Viscera Cleanup Detail also gets you our spin-off titles, 'VCD: Shadow Warrior' and 'Santa's Rampage' free!
Santa's Rampage comes included in the main game download AND as a standalone copy you can use to connect with others who

only own Santa's Rampage.
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Title: Viscera Cleanup Detail
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
RuneStorm
Publisher:
RuneStorm
Release Date: 23 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win XP SP3, Win 7

Processor: 2.4GHz Dual core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Shader Model 3.0 Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT or AMD Radeon HD 3870

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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The Game Was A Blast:

yes you all hear that, This game was blast for me was really fun great with all the clean up, But the issu was little weird with the
zoom, I mean i can't zoom out when ever i pick something up then move to drop it in the box.
I mean it's good game i really enjoy it, But the zoom need to be fix so i can zoom it out while holding Dead body parts cans
creats, All of it was ok but when you pick up anything it auto zoom so close to you but you cant zoom it out, you have to drop
the stuff down and zoom it out from there witch kinda s*ck sometime. If you people understand this (Massage). Mute the
everything but SFX to know if you dropped stuff\/missed things, and it's an extremely calm, peaceful game about cleaning up
your room. I wouldn't even mind if it was more domestic. Just a nice chill time, you just clean up a place. Like Super Mario
Sunshine but less pressure (and that was very low pressure as far as games go). Honestly, time to check mods for like "even
more tame" version, like, picking up more normal things like toys or bottles of soy sauce or something. It's good. Good good.. I
can't clean my apartment, but I can sit and clean blood off the ceiling for hours. 11\/10.. I am a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
janitor. i mean like you're cleaning up blood with a mop. Whats not more to love.. There's a bit of irony that I play this during
downtime at work.

I've played only one mission so far and it was Athens (the plant one).
The beginning felt overwhelming and tedious as I picked up trash and tracked blood everywhere. This was mitigated by learning
what happened and reading the reports and lore.
As soon as I got the point where I was ready to mop I started feeling really good about myself.
As the boxes were ready to get stacked, I felt very accomplished, as I do at home or at work when finishing a difficult job.
When I got my performance review that said it was "exceptional" I literally pumped my fist in the air.

This game is stupid and I love it. I play while listening to podcasts, as I would if I was an actual janitor.

The hard parts about really cleaning up aren't as hard and the challenging parts are fun. It's a great balance to maximize the sense
of accomplishment while keeping the tediousness down.
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viscera > cleaning irl (sorry mom). This is a fun game that makes you play the role of the guy who has to clean up after Arnold
Schwarzenegger in every action Sci-Fi movie ever.

Pros:
Good Graphics.
Decent Physics Engine
Single or Multiplayer sessions.

Cons:
Decently powerful cpu required.
1 map can take multiple hours ( you can save progress tho. )
the bullet casings. the tiny. little. numerous. rage inducing. bullet casings.

Bomb N' Bats Version 1.1 Available:
Hello everybody,

Today is the first major update since the release.
There are some minor bug corrections.
But the major update is the addition of 2 new free levels I'm sure you'll love playing with.
- The first one is called "Pole Position", and as it sounds, you'll have super speed to complete the circuit while killing your
enemies.
- The second one is called "Tetris blocks". It's a blast. I don't want to spoil this one, but I'm sure you'll love it.

There's still a lot of content to come.

Stay tuned.
. Great feedback + Demo available:
Hello everybody.

First thank you all for the great feedback I had with the initial release of Bomb N' Bats. It seems you had fun with this game,
and that's was what it was made for.

Thanks to Ben Charlesworth for the great article in 'The Indie toaster' :
we-wish-you-a-merry-couch-mas-couch-co-op-games-for-the-holidays[www.indietoaster.com]

Thanks to Bat Prince for your video :
Bat Battle
And thanks for all the other mails that I received.

To allow the maximum of persons to try and appreciate Bomb N' Bats, a demo is now available to download. It features 4 levels.
Hope you like it.

More is on the way.

Stay tuned.
Kesyd Games.
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